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SERVE©

Healthy, sustainable volunteer 
programs are built on the five tenets 

of the SERVE© framework: seek, 
enable, review, validate, and enjoy.  

This approach to volunteer 
management will jumpstart a positive 

change in your volunteer culture. 

Strategic Planning

Can everyone in your organization 
clearly articulate your mission? Do 

they understand and agree on 
priorities for the next year or even the 

next week?  The answers to these 
questions can determine the 

effectiveness of your organization.  A 
quality strategic planning process will 
ensure your organization performs at 

its best. 

Leadership

What makes an effective leader?  
Sometimes it seems like good leaders 
are just born.  The truth is, exemplary 

leadership comes from intentional 
behaviors that are cultivated over 
time.  Leadership workshops help 

emerging and seasoned leaders 
develop strategies to grow their 

leadership capacity.  

Team Building

Do you really know your colleagues?  
Strengths, personalities, and 
communication styles have a 

profound impact on how well teams 
work together.  The best teams invest 
time to learn about one another and 
develop strong relationships through 

interactive experiences.

Conflict & Communication

Conflict is unavoidable but it makes 
most of us incredibly uncomfortable.  

Effective communication is at the 
heart of resolving conflict in a 

productive manner. Learning to 
navigate the waters of conflict with 

effective communication skills is vital 
to the ongoing success of teams. 

Healthy Teams

Healthy teams can make or break the 
best laid plans.  What qualities make 
a healthy team?  Together, your team 
will explore the characteristics of a 
strong team and reflect on the role 
each individual plays in a healthy, 

functional team.  

Coaching

Between juggling operations, 
managing volunteers and staff, and 

balancing the budget, it can be 
challenging to stay focused on your 

organization’s goals. Sometimes you 
need a fresh perspective.  Together in 
a one-on-one coaching session, we can 

discuss the challenges facing your 
organization and brainstorm new 

solutions together.

Facilitation Services
& Custom Trainings

Make your next meeting or retreat 
more productive with the help of an 

experienced facilitator.  Custom 
trainings can be developed to address 
the challenges your organization faces. 

Menu of Training
& Consulting Services



Kim Halfhill has more than 15 years of professional experience 

in the nonprofit sector.  Prior to launching her own consulting 

business, she spent more than a decade working in higher 

education and association management.  She believes that 

every organization – no matter how large or small – has the 

capacity to change a corner of the world.  Kim is passionate 

about helping organizations become their very best in order to 

do the most good.

Kim is a life-long volunteer.  She currently serves with her local 

substance abuse coalition, parent-teacher organization, and 

church.  In addition, she sits on the steering committee for the 

Excelsior Springs Communities of Excellence 2026 initiative and 

serves on the Board of Directors for ACT Missouri.  She resides 

with her husband and daughter near Kansas City, Missouri.  

She loves all things pumpkin and has a particular fondness for 

a certain mouse from Florida. 

Testimonials

“Kim is an engaging and knowledgeable speaker!  Her passion for the nonprofit sector is evident.  She is able to condense 
a great deal of information into a relatively short amount of time without it seeming overwhelming.  Most importantly, 
Kim makes the information relevant to you and helps you identify steps to make your newly acquired knowledge 
actionable."    
-Julia Mees, Program Director, Excelsior Springs SAFE

“Kim did a wonderful job at our staff training.  The knowledge and experience she shared was invaluable, plus she made 
it fun!  We can't wait for her to come back and teach another session.”

- Brittanie Propes, CPRP, Operations Manager, Excelsior Springs Community Center

“Kim methodically and expertly guided the Board to consensus around our mission and goals and helped us establish 
active work groups with clear objectives.  The process was methodical yet flexible– the direction was driven by the Board 
itself with Kim's confident shepherding.  Through this process, the Board has truly transformed itself into an effective and 
proactive team.”
-Andrew Lane, Past President, Townsend School of Music Alumni Board, Mercer University

“One of the best presentations of the conference - excellent speaker and relevant to our work.”
“This was EXCELLENT!  Very useful and practical for coalitions.”
"Kim was a great presenter!”
“Very well presented and got lots of info we can use.”
-Conference attendees
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